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Many people here come from a background where life has hit them really hard.
Generally, people don't tend to come to Satan when they are "Good", because
good events in life can bring ignorance, rather than enlightenment, the way
things are today.

The thing is that when a person is feeling low, or has things to fix, the world looks
far more negative than it actually might be. This view is not objective of the world,
and is oftentimes, the choice of the mind of the individual. Sometimes, it can be
very real: one may be experiencing negativity.

Regardless, bear this in mind: As I told people for years, we fight to improve this
world, ourselves, and empower ourselves.

The aim here is to gain strength to overcome this. Others who came in Satanism
from a less oppressive or negative background will understand this better, as in
their case, Satanism just adds on top of one's power, and these values may be
already understood or have been applied by them.

Spiritual Satanism and the JoS preach that life is for living. No, not everyone out
there is rotten. Not everyone out there is bad. Civilization is not "corrupted". The
universe is not a "prison". The fact the enemy may hold control of specific things,
doesn't mean the world is evil or one should deny their own existence.

However despite of how many times this has to be told, people who already have
this christian embedded mentality [also manifesting itself when people get really
damaged psychologically] can insist on the same mentality even after coming
here, seeing facts, etc.

It's kind of like depression. But as many people here have found, meditations and
the knowledge of Satan can banish this out with the proper time and evolution,
and self mind healing.

The enemy has tried to make the above the case, the "World is evil", and they
say that this is the case because they admit "The world belongs to Satan".
Christianity is built on one wanting to die because this world is of 'Satan' and
'Unclean'.
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The first way they constructed this worthless ideology, is by blaming the natural
world, our civilizations, the wonders of life. The enemy is life hating. We are the
reverse; we are life affirming and LOVING.

It is however the sad case that some people don't understand the meaning of the
JoS or Satanism. The reason you are given these things is to exist, and to
restore the broken powers of appreciation of your existence, and therefore, that
of others.

This is the only way towards positivity. The people who are weak and broken,
despite of their claimed best motivations, will always harm other people, even
without wanting to.

Xians and many others have claimed that "they want to improve the world", but
this cannot happen, as none of them improve anything of themselves. This is the
fastest way to corrupt this world: do not advance yourself at all.

Lastly, for those who come in this place only to hate jews, or who consider that
every failure in one's existence is due to jews...You don't understand things very
well.

Yes, jews have a major control over specific things right now. Yes, they do curse.
Yes, they are responsible for an excessive and undeniably huge amount of evil.
And yes, they will be dealt with. We're doing this.

The primary cause and point of failure however can oftentimes be one's self.
Things one hasn't understood about this world or themselves, and things one has
to learn, or a level not yet attained. And in this, you have to control your own life.

But this universe, its beauty and its life, exists now, and will exist later. Lions don't
live to fight ticks; they live to exist and advance. The fact that we are confronted
with spiritual ticks right now, forces us to focus on removal. This is an event of
the present.

There are some people here who have interpolated the life hating instinct by
saying that "if jews own this and that then this means the world is evil". Wrong.
The universe doesn't belong to them, and it remains as positive as others can
and will make it.

For this reason, Satan gives people power, rather than a stupid ideology that the
universe is evil and one has to "escape" by meditation. This is the exact opposite
of escapism.



The fact that a traveling ship may now have jews trying to knock the control
handle, doesn't make the ship bad, only jews are bad. Our civilization and
existence has merit, importance, and beauty on its own. And we must never let it
go.

There are many positive, uplifting, and nice things happening in this world every
single day. Many things that will fill one with hope.

The enemy constantly promotes fear, negative news, attacks humans, and tells
them they will be damned. The Gods instead warn so that we can correct, but
their focus remains solidly on positivity.

We are confronted now with situations such as negativity, or the enemy and so
on. Yet the above is none of the far end or last level purpose of Satanism, nor it
ever was the point of the natural, life loving religion which we are.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Below also a beautiful reply on the subject [Edited in later]:

[Karnonnos] wrote:
“This is one of the best sermons.

Xianity preaches hatred of life. The 'church fathers' seethed with hatred at
warriors, philosophers, the learned, the strong, the beautiful, athletes,
singers, charioteers, engineers, entertainers, saying they would all be
absorbed in hellfire. In the Constantinian dynasty anyone who could read
or owned property were sentenced to death in show trials.

Many generations and existences of this garbage have imputed this into
people. Hating existence, fearful of anything, wanting the 'thereafter' or
'rapture', creating a parallel world where the strong suffer for being strong,
all at the behest of the static lump of shit on a stake and its 'sacrifice'. This
prepares the mind for 'dissipation', communism and who knows what else.
On the contrary to this malignant little program, our Gods are strong,
truthful, beautiful and do not fear the world.

Nowadays unfortunately, it is true the worthless can get famous from
every phone screen for being a human toilet, the hatred of the strong and
truthful is being ramped up considerably, but that's a perversion designed
by the enemy system, it's not nature. And a lot of these issues are not just



spiritual and I do think come down to money with desperation in lacking
this, it's very important to try to think outside the box with this.

But for the spiritual aspect, this is why me and some others like Henu I
suspect emphasize the Void, AoP and Returning Curses very, very
strongly. These things can allow someone to breathe and blossom,
causing a 'reset'. It might seem like a copy/pasted response but there are
a lot of people, even long-term members, who for some reason have
discarded the basics.

HPS Maxine said Satanism is the religion of indulgence. The root of the
word indulgence in ancient Indoeuropean means 'to engage'. Thoth
relayed to her that one's ability to reincarnate depends on how much one
wants to come back and loves nature, this is also tied up with the meaning
of Maat and judgement.

It would benefit people to read the mythologies and stories of India, Egypt,
Rome, Greece and Japan. Most of these encourage one to be brave, love
life and take what one can get, even if there is carnage, strife and the
hound of Pluto lurking near. It would also benefit some to read about
actual heroes of WW1 that NS sprang from who didn't give up on
anything.”
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